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Several electronic cleansing algorithms 
based on the increased attenuation of tagged 
material have been described previously 
[4–6]. Incomplete processing is still reported 
to leave artifacts [7]. A specifically noticeable 
problem is posed by the distracting “ridges” 
emanating from locations in which air, soft 
tissue, and tagged material meet [7]. An elec-
tronic cleansing algorithm was devised to im-
prove the accuracy at these three-material 
junctions [8, 9]. The method adapts to patient-
specific conditions, such as the local density 
of the tagged material, and is automated.

The purpose of this study was to assess 
the electronic cleansing algorithm’s effect on 
lesion conspicuity as well as its practical ef-
ficiency. We hypothesize that the studied 
electronic cleansing method does not affect 
the conspicuity of lesions and facilitates ef-
ficient evaluation regarding time, assessment 
effort, and observer confidence.
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C
T colonography (CTC) is a mini-
mally invasive procedure that is 
advocated for polyp screening 
[1]. Residual fecal material and 

fluid are well known to hinder CTC evalua-
tion, especially in a 3D display mode. Fecal 
material may cover lesions (preventing de-
tection) or, conversely, mimic polyps (neces-
sitating superfluous 2D verification and pos-
sibly reducing specificity). Fecal tagging was 
introduced to discriminate between tissue 
and fecal material [2, 3]. It permits a limited 
bowel preparation, which may contribute to 
better patient compliance.

Electronic cleansing aims at replacing 
tagged material (i.e., fecal remains and fluid) 
with air. This is needed for primary 3D eval-
uation of data in which there is a large 
amount of fecal material. Moreover, it may 
aid 3D problem solving in a primary 2D 
reading under these conditions.
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OBJECTIVE. The purpose of this article is to report the effect on lesion conspicuity and 
the practical efficiency of electronic cleansing for CT colonography (CTC).

MATERIALS AND METHODS. Patients were included from the Walter Reed Army 
Medical Center public database. All patients had undergone extensive bowel preparation with 
fecal tagging. A primary 3D display method was used. For study I, the data consisted of all 
patients with polyps ≥ 6 mm. Two experienced CTC observers (observer 1 and observer 2) 
scored the lesion conspicuity considering supine and prone positions separately. For study II, 
data consisted of 19 randomly chosen patients from the database. The same observers evalu-
ated the data before and after electronic cleansing. Evaluation time, assessment effort, and 
observer confidence were recorded.

RESuLTS. In study I, there were 59 lesions partly or completely covered by tagged mate-
rial (to be uncovered by electronic cleansing) and 70 lesions surrounded by air (no electronic 
cleansing required). The conspicuity did not differ significantly between lesions that were 
uncovered by electronic cleansing and lesions surrounded by air (observer 1, p < 0.5; ob-
server 2, p < 0.6). In study II, the median evaluation time per patient after electronic cleansing 
was significantly shorter than for original data (observer 1, 20 reduced to 12 minutes; ob-
server 2, 17 reduced to 12 minutes). Assessment effort was significantly smaller for both ob-
servers (p < 0.0000001), and observer confidence was significantly larger (observer 1, p < 
0.007; observer 2, p < 0.0002) after electronic cleansing.

CONCLuSION. Lesions uncovered by electronic cleansing have comparable conspicuity 
with lesions surrounded by air. CTC with electronic cleansing sustains a shorter evaluation time, 
lower assessment effort, and larger observer confidence than without electronic cleansing.
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Materials and Methods
Patient Population

Patients were included from the Walter Reed 
Army Medical Center (WRAMC) public database, 
made available by the National Cancer Institute [10, 
11]. Study I explored the effect of electronic 
cleansing on lesion conspicuity. All patients were 
included whose results contained polyps ≥ 6 mm in 
the largest diameter (measured during colonoscopy), 
irrespective of shape or location (patient group 1). 
Study II investigated the effect of electronic 
cleansing on efficiency. Ten randomly selected 
patients were taken from patient group 1 and nine 
patients were randomly selected from the public 
database who did not have polyps (patient group 2) 
(Table 1). No patients were excluded a priori (apart 
from those already excluded by WRAMC).

CT Colonography
Patients had undergone standard 24-hour 

colonic preparation with the oral administration 
of 90 mL of sodium phosphate (Fleet 1, Fleet 
Pharmaceuticals) and 10 mg of bisacodyl. Patients 
consumed 500 mL of barium (2.1% by weight) 
(Scan C, Lafayette Pharmaceuticals) and 120 mL 
of diatrizoate meglumine and diatrizoate sodium 
solution (Gastro grafin, Bracco Diagnostics). 
Distention was achieved through patient-controlled 
insufflation of room air.

Colonoscopy
CTC findings were disclosed during colo nos-

copy using segmental unblinding (at WRAMC). 
The colonoscopy findings were avail able via a 
report that included photographs, size measure-
ment, morphology (pedunculated, sessile, and 
flat), and location (cecum, ascending colon, hepatic 
flexure, transverse colon, splenic flexure, de-
scending colon, sigmoid, and rectum).

Electronic Cleansing
The electronic cleansing method assumes that 

the measured density in a voxel arises because of 
a combination of three materials: soft tissue, air, 
and tagged material. Initially, the percentage of 
materials in each voxel is determined. Sub-
sequently, the partial volume of tagged material 
is replaced by air and the new density is 
calculated. Finally, a 3D method visualizes the 
colon from an endoluminal perspective as if 
there were no fecal remains. Appendix 1 contains 
an intuitive des cription of the algorithm; an exact 
(mathematic) explanation has been previously 
published [8, 9].

Observers
An abdominal radiologist (observer 1) and a 

research fellow (observer 2) were involved in 

reading all data for both studies. Observer 1 had 
previous experience of approximately 1,200 colo-
noscopy-verified CTC examinations at the start of 
the study. Observer 2 had previous experience of 
350 such examinations. The interval between the 
two studies was 4 months, during which both 
observers evaluated approximately 100 additional 
patients using CTC. This setup was chosen to 
avoid observer bias (the positive patients from 
study II are also in study I). Both observers were 
familiar with pitfalls using primary 3D evaluation 
with stool tagging and electronic cleansing as 
described previously [7].

Study I: Image Review
The conspicuity study focused on all polyps 

from patient group 1 (study I). The prone and 
supine positions were considered as separate 
findings. Each finding was assessed by a researcher 
who had a background in designing electronic 
cleansing algorithms. This researcher determined 
whether the finding completely resided in air, was 
partly covered with tagged material, or was fully 
covered with tagged material.

Each polyp was marked and presented to the 
observers on a 3D display. An enhanced 3D dis play 
(unfolded cube display; ViewForum, Philips 
Healthcare) was chosen to measure the conspicuity of 
a polyp without having to turn the camera [12]. The 
polyps partly or fully covered by fecal mater ial were 
presented in 3D only after processing by electronic 
cleansing. The polyps residing in air (not requiring 
electronic cleansing) were presented directly as such. 
The cases were presented in random order. The 
observers were not informed whether the polyp had 
been uncovered by elec tronic cleansing or not.

The viewing position along the colon’s center-
line was controlled by the observer. Two-dimen-
sional reformatted views of the original CT data 
were initialized by clicking on a position in the 3D 
endoluminal images. The window width and level 
default of the reformats was width, 1,250 HU; 
level, −50 HU; however, this could be freely 
adapted by the observers.

Study I: Assessments
Initially, the observers indicated on a 5-point 

Likert scale for each case whether it was suspected 

TABLE 1: Walter Reed Army Medical Center Cases used to Measure  
Evaluation Efficiency With and Without Electronic Cleansing

Patient 
No. Colonoscopically Proven Polyps

Location

Supine Prone

8 6 mm, sessile, rectum A A

9 None

11 7 mm, pedunculated, hepatic flexure A A

19 10 mm, pedunculated, distal ascending colon P A

7 mm, pedunculated, sigmoid A F

20 6 mm, pedunculated, sigmoid P A

32 None

35 7 mm, pedunculated, sigmoid P P

38 10 mm, round, sigmoid P A

56 8 mm, pedunculated, proximal ascending colon F A

60 None

64 None

81 None

138 None

193 8 mm, pedunculated, hepatic flexure A P

7 mm, sessile, sigmoid A P

180 None

393 None

408 12 mm, pedunculated, proximal ascending colon A A

416 None

437 6 mm, sessile, rectum A A

Note—A research fellow indicated whether a polyp resided in air (A), partly resided in fecal matter (P), or fully 
resided in fecal matter (F).
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that the polyp completely resided in air or was 
uncovered by electronic cleansing. On this scale, 1 
corresponded with a polyp definitely considered 
not uncovered by electronic cleansing and 5 with a 
polyp strongly suspected to be uncovered. The 
observers performed this rating based on the 3D 
display only.

Subsequently, each polyp was scored with respect 
to conspicuity on a 5-point Likert scale: 1 indicated 
inadequate, the lesion is not visible and will not 
prompt a 2D inspection; 2 indicated moderate to 
questionable, the lesion is hardly visible and the 
location might lead to a 2D inspection; 3 indicated 
average, lesion is expected to be detected and the 
location will prompt a 2D inspection; 4 indicated 

good, the lesion is well visible and the location 
should lead to a 2D inspection; and 5 indicated 
excellent, the lesion is very well visible and the 
location will certainly lead to a 2D inspection.

The observers performed the conspicuity rating 
based on the 3D display only. After having provided 
the conspicuity ratings, each observer had to 
indicate for the cases scored as “inadequate” or 
“moderate” whether the electronic cleansing 
algorithm caused the difficulty or if there was 
another cause: inappropriate electronic cleansing 
or some other reason (e.g., CT artifact or a flat 
lesion). The observers were aware that electronic 
cleansing algorithms may leave artifacts, specifi-
cally clouds of debris and lines of ridges at junctions. 

The first item was selected if such an electronic 
cleansing artifact was particularly disturbing, for 
example, a smoothened polyp surface because of 
image processing or visible ridges emanating from 
junctions. In the latter case, the observer was asked 
to indicate the reason for the difficulty. Both the 
enhanced 3D display with electronic cleansing and 
2D reformats of original data were available to 
assess the cause of low conspicuity.

Study I: Outcome Parameters and  
Statistical Analysis 

Uncovered by electronic cleansing assess
ment—The polyps residing in air were compared 
with those partly or completely covered by tagged 

A B

C

Fig. 1—Interface for CT colonography evaluation in 57-year-old man (WRAMC 393).
A and B, Supine (A) and prone (B) enhanced 3D display images from part 1, in which 3D cine loops (using unfolded cube display; ViewForum, Philips Healthcare) were 
examined. Note that views are linked.
C and D, Axial CT images from part 2, in which original axial slices were examined to verify whether surface parts were obscured by tagged material while tracking 
colon’s centerline.

D
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material. The difference in the consideration 
whether a polyp was “uncovered” was tested by 
means of the Mann-Whitney test (Wilcoxon’s 
rank sum test). A p value ≤ 0.05 was considered 
to indicate a statistically significant difference.

Conspicuity—Differences in conspicuity be-
tween polyps were also statistically tested by 
means of the Mann-Whitney test. The outcomes 
were stratified by observer, polyp size, and polyp 
environment (i.e., residing in air or partly or fully 
covered by tagged material). Two-sided tests were 
used. Again, a p value ≤ 0.05 corresponded to a 
significant difference.

Study II: Image Review
The data not processed by electronic cleansing 

from patient group 2 (study II) were reviewed as 
follows. In part 1, 3D cine loops (using the 
unfolded cube display, ViewForum) were exam-
ined in the prone and supine positions [12]. The 
two positions were electronically linked. After 
clicking in one unfolded cube image, the 
corresponding unfolded cube image of the other 
position was displayed [13]. The frame rate was 
controlled by the observers. Two-dimensional 
reformatted views of the original CT data became 
accessible by clicking on a position in the 3D 
endoluminal images. Lesion size was measured by 
means of electronic calipers on the 3D view. In 
part 2, after reviewing the unfolded cube images, 
the original axial CT slices were inspected to 
verify whether surface parts were obscured by 
tagged material. The window width and level 
setting of the reformats and axial CT slices was 
by default width, 1,250 HU; level, −50 HU; 
however, this could be freely adapted by the 
observers. The data processed by electronic 
cleansing were reviewed similarly.

For part 1, the electronically cleansed data 
were reviewed using the same approach as the 
data that were not processed by electronic 
cleansing. However, the 2D reformatted views 
(obtained after clicking in a 3D image) were 
based on the original data previously proposed 
[7] to avoid pitfalls caused by electronic cleansing 
in both 3D and 2D. In part 2, after reviewing the 
3D images, the original axial CT slices were 
inspected as previously described [7]. Both the 
evaluation of the original data and the data 
processed by electronic cleansing include a 2D 
review of the original axial CT slices (i.e., data not 
processed by electronic cleansing). Figure 1 
illustrates the interface used to read the data.

Study II: Assessments
Observer 1 and observer 2 independently 

evaluated the original data and the electronically 
cleansed data from patient group 2. To maintain 
objectivity, both were blinded to findings during 
colonoscopy, findings by themselves for the same 
patient (without and with electronic cleansing), 
and each other’s findings. In addition, they were 
unaware of the prevalence of polyps. The evalu-
ations using the original data preceded those 
with the electronically cleansed data. The inter-
val period between evaluating original and 
electronically cleansed data of the same patient 
was at least 4 weeks to avoid biased results. The 
cases were presented in random order. Each 
surmised polyp was scored with respect to size, 
morphology, location (colon segment), and lesion 
confidence. The lesion confidence was qualified 
on a 5-point Likert scale: zero, not a lesion; and 4, 
absolute confidence of a lesion. The zero score 
was used to annotate a potential polyp initially 
detected through the 3D display but subsequently 

discarded as “not a lesion” after consulting the 2D 
reformats or axial CT slices. The observers were 
aware that in a clinical setting a confidence of 2 or 
more would indicate a relevant lesion.

The observers rated the assessment effort per 
colon segment on a 4-point Likert scale: 1, 
extremely easy; 2, good; 3, difficult; 4, extremely 
difficult. In addition, they rated their confidence 
in the reading per patient on a 3-point Likert 
scale: 1, confident; 2, in doubt; 3, extremely 
doubtful. The assessment effort and confidence 
in the reading were recorded after complete 
evaluation of a patient.

Study II: Reference Standard
Lesions detected during CTC evaluation were 

matched with the findings in the colonoscopy 
report (as previously discussed). This was done by 
a re search nurse (with experience of > 500 such 
match ings) under the supervision of a research 
fellow (with experience of > 350 CTC exami-
nations). Neither was involved in reading the 
CTC studies.

A lesion detected during CTC in this study was 
considered true-positive if it matched a colonos-
copy finding with regard to size, morphology, and 
loc ation (i.e., same or adjacent segment). A 
deviation in size by at most 5 mm was accepted to 
accommodate the inherent inaccuracy of colo-
noscopic size measurement. It should be noted that 
in this study the matching strategy from a previous 
study [14] is adopted, which differs slightly from 
some others [10, 11]. A false-negative finding was 
defined as a polyp detected during colonoscopy 
that did not match any CTC finding. A CTC find-
ing with a lesion confidence of at least 2, a dia m-
eter ≥ 6 mm, and not matching a polyp detected 
with colonoscopy was considered to be false-

A
Fig. 2—Walter Reed patient with fluid surface bordering on soft tissue. 
A, Image shows 3D display rendered without electronic cleansing.
B, Image shows result as electronic cleansing is applied only to “pure” materials and two material transitions.
C, Image shows result after applying electronic cleansing to three-material voxels as well (indicated by shaded band (arrow) in image B).

CB
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positive. All detections with a diameter < 6 mm 
or scored with an obser ver confidence lower than 
2 were not considered relevant and discarded.

Study II: Outcome Parameters and  
Statistical Analysis

Processed volume fraction and processed 
surface fraction—In this study, the terms “pro-
cessed volume fraction” and “processed sur face 
fraction” are intro duced to assess the extent to 
which electronic cleansing had an effect. The 

colon volume not processed by electronic cleansing 
was identified by thresholding the original data 
(before electronic cleansing) at −650 HU. All 
voxels with a density below −650 HU after 
electronic cleansing (notice that electronic 
cleansing replaced tagged material with air) 
approximate the colon volume after processing. 
The “processed volume” is constituted by all 
those voxels that are part of the colon volume 
after electronic cleansing and not part of the 
colon volume before electronic cleansing. The 

mean processed volume fraction is defined as the 
average processed volume divided by the average 
colon volume after electronic cleansing. It is 
taken to re present the fraction of additionally ex-
posed volume.

The colon surface voxels after electronic 
cleansing are those voxels that are immediately 
adjacent to the colonic volume after processing. 
The processed surface voxels are those voxels that 
are directly proximate to the colon volume after 
electronic cleansing and not proximate to the 
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colon volume before processing. Effectively, the 
latter condition aims to select voxels at the soft-
tissue–tagged-material transition and exclude the 
voxels at the soft-tissue–air transition. The mean 
processed surface fraction is defined as the average 
number of processed surface voxels divided by the 
average number of colonic surface voxels after 
electronic cleansing. It is considered to reflect the 
fraction of colon surface added by the electronic 
cleansing algorithm.

Evaluation time—For both observers, the 
evaluation time per patient—including the supine 
and prone acqui sitions—was measured for the 
original and the electronically cleansed data. The 
time for evalu ating the 3D cine loop (part 1) and 
the axial slices (part 2) was recorded separately. 
The measured times included annotation of the 
lesions—size measurement and indications of 
location, morph ology, and lesion confidence.

All evaluation times for the original data were 
compared with the corresponding times for the 
elec tronically cleansed data using the Wilcoxon’s 
matched pairs signed rank test. Differences were 
con sidered significant at p ≤ 0.05. The initializa-
tion time (e.g., loading the data) was disregarded 
in the analysis.

Assessment effort and observer confidence—
Differences in assessment effort and observer 
confidence between the original data and the 
electronically cleansed data were statistically 
tested per segment by means of the Wilcoxon’s 
matched pairs signed rank test. Two-tailed p 
values were used and p ≤ 0.05 was considered 
statistically significant.

Sensitivity and specificity—We do not consider 
a statistical comparison of sensitivity and speci-
ficity between the two methods on the basis of the 
set of 19 patients possible. Consequently, the 
measures of sensitivity and specificity by them-
selves merely serve as descrip tive statistics for 

polyps ≥ 6 mm. The sensitivity of both display 
methods was determined on a per-polyp basis. 
The specificity of both display methods was 
determined by the false-positive rate.

Results
Study I

Four patients from the WRAMC database 
(WRAMC 26, 98, 220, and 256) were ex-
cluded because of incomplete data. In the 
remaining data, there were 36 polyps be-
tween 6 and 10 mm in largest diameter in 32 
patients and 29 polyps equal to or larger than 
10 mm in 24 patients, amounting to 65 pol-
yps in total. There were 129 polyp findings 
(regarding supine and prone as separate cases); 
one polyp remained retrospectively invisible 
in one position (WRAMC 213p). Eighteen of 
129 findings (14%) concerned polyps com-
pletely covered and 41 of 129 findings (32%) 
related to polyps partly covered by tagged 
material (all uncovered by electronic cleans-
ing); 70 of 129 findings (54%) referred to 
polyps completely surrounded by air (no 
electronic cleansing action needed). The me-
dian age of the patients was 57 years (age 
range, 48–76 years); 36 were men, and 15 
were women.

Uncovered by electronic cleansing assess
ment—Both observers rated polyps residing in 
air significantly lower on the scale reflecting 
whether they suspected that a polyp partly or 
fully resided in tagged material (p < 0.05). 
The readers reported a slight noise suppres-
sion by electronic cleansing that was apparent 
by a slightly smoothened surface (Fig 2). 

Conspicuity—Both observers rated the 
conspicuity of all polyps residing in air as not 
significantly different from all those partly or 
fully residing in tagged material (p = 0.5 for 

observer 1 and p = 0.6 for observer 2). None of 
the substratifications yielded a significant dif-
ference. The numeric data, that is, the distri-
bution of the ratings on conspicuity, are shown 
in the graphs in Figures 3 and 4. These figures 
contain the normalized histograms of the con-
spicuity stratified by polyp size and polyp en-
vironment, respectively. Figure 5 shows ex-
amples of 3D views.

Observer 1 scored four supine lesions, one 
prone lesion, and one supine and prone lesion 
(WRAMC 35s, 159s, 177p, 213s, 185s, and 
311sp) as “inadequate” or “moderate to ques-
tionable” conspicuity. Observer 2 scored two 
supine lesions and one supine and prone le-
sion (WRAMC 35s, 185s, 311sp) as “inade-
quate” or “moderate to questionable” conspi-
cuity. All these cases were attributed to the 
complex shape of the polyps (i.e., “other” and 
not “inappropriate electronic cleansing”). The 
polyp findings in two patients (WRAMC 35s, 
177p) were at a fold. Polyps of two other pa-
tients (WRAMC 159, 213) were flat lesions. 
The other polyps were at the ileocecal valve. 
The polyp findings involving electronic 
cleansing were of two supine and one prone 
patient (WRAMC 159s, 177p, 213s). Images 
of all polyps after electronic cleansing are ac-
cessible via the Internet [15].

Study II
One patient (WRAMC 32) was excluded 

from the study because of inadequate diag-
nostic quality: both observers considered the 
colonic distention in the prone and supine po-
sitions insufficient for evaluation. In the re-
maining data, there were nine polyps between 
6 and 10 mm in diameter in seven of 19 pa-
tients and three polyps equal to or greater than 
10 mm in three of 19 patients, amounting to 
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Fig. 4—Histograms of polyp conspicuity for both observers stratified by polyp environment (completely surrounded by air [white], fully submerged [dark gray], or partly 
submerged [light gray]).
A and B, Histograms for observer 1, all data (A) and observer 2, all data (B).
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12 polyps in total. The median age of the pa-
tients was 55 years (age range, 50–78 years); 
13 were men, and six were women.

Processed surface fraction and processed 
volume fraction—The mean processed sur-
face fraction was 269,640 of 975,378 vox-
els = 0.27 (range, 0.16–0.46) and the mean 
processed volume fraction was 0.36 of 1.84 L 
= 0.20 (range, 0.13–0.45). Figure 6 illustrates 

Fig. 5—Examples of polyps (arrows) with varying conspicuity before (first two columns and last column) and 
after (third column) electronic cleansing from 52-year-old man with rating of excellent conspicuity (top row), 
58-year-old man with rating of good conspicuity (second row), 53-year-old woman with rating of average 
conspicuity (third row), 53-year-old woman with rating of questionable conspicuity (fourth row), 54-year-old 
woman with rating of inadequate conspicuity (bottom row). Rating of conspicuity was given by both observers 
to electronically cleansed data. Circles indicate approximate polyp location. Asterisks and calipers indicate 
orientation of volume.

the effect of electronic cleansing for the cases 
with the largest and smallest processed vol-
ume fractions, respectively.

Evaluation time—The median total evalu-
ation time per patient using the original data 
(observer 1, 20 minutes 45 seconds; observer 
2, 17 minutes 14 seconds) was significantly 
larger than that using the electronically 
cleansed data (observer 1, 12 minutes 25 sec-

onds; observer 2, 11 minutes 8 seconds) for 
both observers (observer 1, p < 0.001; ob-
server 2, p < 0.004). The median evaluation 
time per patient for inspecting the 3D images 
(with the added surface by electronic cleans-
ing) without including the 2D time (i.e., part 
1) differed significantly between the original 
data and the electronically cleansed data for 
observer 1 (p = 0.037) and not for observer 2 
(p = 0.396) (Table 2). The median time per 
patient for reviewing the axial 2D slices (i.e., 
part 2 after the 3D inspection) was signifi-
cantly larger for the original data than for the 
electronically cleansed data for both observ-
ers (p < 0.001). The measured evaluation 
times take into account both the supine and 
prone positions (hence, time per patient).

Assessment effort and observer confi
dence—Both observers rated the assessment 
effort for inspecting the original data signifi-
cantly larger than for the electronically 
cleansed data in each segment. The sum of 
the signed ranks for observer 1 was 4,095 and 
for observer 2 was 2,045.5 (for both p < 
0.0000001) (Fig. 7). The observer confidence 
over all patients was rated significantly small-
er for the original data than for the electroni-
cally cleansed data. The sum of the signed 
ranks in this respect for observer 1 was 91 
(p < 0.007) and for observer 2 was 120 (p < 
0.0002) (Fig. 7). Both reviewers reported a 
“cloud of debris” artifact in one location ema-
nating from acquisition artifacts. It was not 
considered to preclude polyp detection. No 
distracting lines or ridges at junctions were 
encountered.

Sensitivity and specificity—The sensitivi-
ty per polyp was identical for the original 
and the electronically cleansed data for both 
observers: 10 of 12 polyps = 0.83. The same 
polyp was missed by both observers, in addi-
tion to a different polyp for each observer in 
the original data. The observers missed the 
same polyps in the data after electronic 
cleansing. The polyps were missed because 
of perceptive errors.

Observer 1 had, in total, five false-positive 
detections in the original data and four false-
positive detections in the electronically 
cleansed data. Observer 2 had, in total, two 
false-positive detections in the original data 
and four in the electronically cleansed data.

Discussion
In study I, no significant difference was 

found in the conspicuity of polyps that were 
uncovered by electronic cleansing and pol-
yps surrounded by air. Study II showed that 
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electronic cleansing enabled comprehensive 
visibility (mean processed surface fraction, 
27%) and time-efficient inspection (approxi-
mately 12 minutes per patient, saving 40% in 
inspection time). Moreover, the observers in-
dicated a low assessment effort and a high 
confidence while reading the electronically 
cleansed data. For polyps ≥ 6 mm, the sensi-
tivity was high (10/12) and the false-positive 
rate was low: four false-positive findings, in 
total, in 18 patients.

Several previous articles have described 
technical innovations regarding electronic 
cleansing [4–7]. Zalis et al. [4] indicated that 

it is essential to ascertain how artifacts still 
present in successfully tagged electronically 
cleansed data affect observer performance. 
Pickhardt and Choi [7] identified a reading 
pitfall caused by an artifact at junctions, that 
is, locations where air–fluid levels interface 
with the colon wall. The proposed electronic 
cleansing method aims at improving the ac-
curacy at such locations. We found that 41 of 
129 findings related to polyps partly covered 
by fecal material, signifying the importance 
of accurate electronic cleansing in these cir-
cumstances. We hypothesize that the insig-
nificant difference of polyp conspicuity 

(study I), short average 3D evaluation time, 
high confidence, low assessment effort, and 
high specificity (study II) indicate that elec-
tronic cleansing did not result in artifacts 
that complicated the reading. The reviewers 
encountered one artifact in study II, but that 
was not caused by electronic cleansing.

In study I, it was found that the reviewers 
could identify whether a lesion was uncov-
ered by electronic cleansing through a slight 
smoothing of the colon surface. Although 
smoothing could lead to missing subtle (flat) 
lesions, we did not experience this in the 
study. The conspicuity of uncovered polyps 

C
Fig. 6—Visualization of the segmented colonic volume before and after electronic cleansing.
A and B, Images from patient with highest processed volume fraction in both scans (WRAMC 9) show segment ed colonic volume before (A) and after (B) electronic cleansing 
(processed volume fraction: supine, 0.44 L / 0.98 L = 0.45; prone, 0.44 L / 1.33 L = 0.33).
C and D, Images from patient with lowest processed volume fraction in both scans (WRAMC 408) show segmented colonic volume before (C) and after (D) electronic 
cleansing (processed volume fraction: supine, 0.31 L / 2.33 L = 0.13; prone, 0.30 L / 2.33 L = 0.13).

D

A B
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did not differ significantly from polyps com-
pletely surrounded by air.

It is a complex problem to measure the 
performance of an electronic cleansing algo-
rithm. Effectively, one should determine the 
extent to which the algorithm modifies the 
polyp shape so that it is no longer detected. 
Study I compared the conspicuity of elec-
tronically cleansed polyps and those sur-
rounded by air (not affected by the algo-
rithm). If the electronic cleansing algorithm 
would change the polyp shape in a destruc-
tive manner, this might lead to different dis-
tributions of conspicuity rating. In other 
words, electronically cleansed polyps could 
become less “conspicuous.” We did not find 
an indication of such an effect.

We did not find previous results on the 
effectiveness of electronic cleansing regard-
ing processed surface fraction or processed 
volume fraction, as in study II. A related 
finding on surface visibility is that, on aver-
age, 99.5% of the colon surface becomes 
visible using the unfolded cube imaging se-
quences and 95% using forward- and back-
ward-looking imaging sequences [12]. The 
average processed surface fraction (0.27) 
by far exceeds the missed parts in those 
mentioned display modes. Both the display 
mode and electronic cleansing increase sur-
face visibility such that electronic cleansing 
should be used with an enhanced 3D display 
to best benefit from the added surface by 
electronic cleansing.

The measured reading time per patient 
(∼12 minutes) in study II slightly improves 
on previous work [14]. In that study, a read-
ing time of approximately 14 minutes was 
measured, with an enhanced 3D display 
technique. However, fecal tagging was not 
applied, with the result that additional read-
ing of axial 2D slices for verification of ob-
scured parts was not possible. Previous arti-
cles applying 3D displays report evaluation 
times of 12 [16] and 16 minutes [17].

A limitation of the entire study is that re-
sults may not be extrapolated to patients un-
dergoing a limited bowel preparation. It might 
be expected that a rigorous preparation sim-
plifies electronic cleansing somewhat because 
there may be less tagged material than in a 

TABLE 2: Median Evaluation Time per Patient using Original and Electronically Cleansed Data

Evaluation Part

Original Data (min:s) Electronically Cleansed Data (min:s) Paired Difference (min:s)

Observer 1 Observer 2 Observer 1 Observer 2 Observer 1 Observer 2

Unfolded cubes (part 1)  14:46 (6:44)  11:47 (4:38)  11:29 (5:12)  10:41 (5:30)  2:54 (6:29)  1:16 (8:24)

Axial CT slices (part 2)  5:6 (2:22)  4:17 (1:46)  0:43 (0:34)  0:0 (0:00)  4:9 (2:4)  3:53 (1:34)

Total  20:45 (6:48)  17:14 (5:49)  12:25 (5:42)  11:8 (5:34)  7:51 (7:52)  5:58 (7:49)

Note—Data are stratified by the primary 3D part (unfolded cubes [part 1]) and the 2D part (axial CT slices [part 2]) of the evaluation. Data in parentheses are interquartile 
range.
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Fig. 7—Histograms of observer effort and confidence level. Original data = light gray, electronically cleansed data = dark gray. 
A and B, Histograms of assessment effort of CT colonography inspection for observer 1 (A) and observer 2 (B) over all segments and patients.
C and D, Histograms of observer confidence in reading using original and electronically cleansed data for observer 1 (C) and observer 2 (D) over all patients.
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limited purgation scheme. Moreover, such 
remains may have a more homogeneous ap-
pearance. Still, the complex nature of the 
problem prompted us to initially study the al-
gorithm’s performance regarding extensively 
prepared patients. It should be noted that we 
found a considerable processed volume frac-
tion (0.20) despite the extensive preparation. 
The processed volume and surface fractions 
might depend on the nature of the preparation 
(wet or dry). Probably any electronic cleans-
ing algorithm will perform optimally with 
homogeneously tagged stool [18]. According-
ly, we expect the algorithm to be better suited 
for removing pools of fluid compared with fe-
cal residue because the former will present a 
more homogeneous density.

A limitation of study II is the small study 
population. The sample size of the patient 
population was calculated to be sufficiently 
large to meet the primary aim of comparing 
the original data reading versus electroni-
cally cleansed data reading regarding time 
efficiency, surface visibility, assessment ef-
fort, and observer confidence. The reported 
sensitivity is in the same range as reported in 
another study [14] in which a similar display 
method was used. As indicated, the findings 
on sensitivity and specificity should merely 
be regarded as descriptive statistics because 
of the small study population.

We conclude that lesions uncovered by 
electronic cleansing had similar conspicuity 
in the 3D display as lesions already exposed 
to air in extensively prepared patients. In 
such a population, the electronic cleansing 
algorithm led to a shorter evaluation time, 
lower assessment effort, and greater observer 
confidence than CTC without electronic 
cleansing. The algorithm may contribute to a 

practical evaluation strategy involving either 
a primary 3D display or 3D problem solving 
in a primary 2D display.
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APPENDIX 1: An Intuitive Description of the Electronic Cleansing Algorithm

The electronic cleansing algorithm uses the environment of CT densities around each voxel to solve the partial volume effect. Effectively, three 
types of environments are modeled: pure materials, transitions between two materials, and junctions in which three materials meet.

Initially, it is assessed whether the local environment matches “pure” soft tissue, tagged material, or air. If so, the voxel under investigation is labeled 
to contain 100% of that material.

Alternatively, the local environment is compared with models of two-material transitions. This procedure involves selecting the type of transi-
tion (e.g., air or tagged material) and, subsequently, estimating the percentages of the (two) constituting materials. Effectively, the voxel is as-
signed material percentages depending on its location with respect to the transition. Simply applying this algorithm to a sample data set leads to 
the 3D view of Figure 2B. The well-visualized artifact emanates from the band-shaped area where three materials meet (also described in the 
study by Pickhardt and Choi [7]).

Separate models were created for potential junctions, such as a thin layer of tagged material and tagged material attached to the colon wall at vary-
ing angles. The type of junction is identified by the model that best fits the local configuration of CT values and the material percentages derived from 
the considered voxel’s location with respect to the junction. Figure 2C shows the same rendering after also processing the three-material transitions. 
Notice that the ridges at the junction that were visible in Figure 2B (in the shaded band) are now properly handled by the electronic cleansing algo-
rithm. The algorithm takes into account that the image values of the materials may vary (this specifically goes for tagged material).

We implemented the electronic cleansing method on a proprietary, experimental version of the ViewForum workstation (Philips Healthcare).


